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Parker Lucifer SA 

Perfect compatibility between a multinational 
approach and integration into the local industrial 
community.  

Parker Lucifer’s Valve Division, manufacturing fluid control solenoid 

valves and pressure regulators, is located in Carouge-Geneva, 

Switzerland with manufacturing sites both in Geneva and Gessate near 

Milan, Italy. 

With the multinational structure of the Parker Group we now have 

support that enables us to face the international market. To date we 

are represented in over 50 Countries with an established network of 

distributors in each industrial market open to us. Parker Lucifer is 

located in Geneva, Switzerland, a European communications and 

traffic centre. 

Mastering technologies in anticipation of your needs. 

We aim always to stay a step ahead of our customers’ demands. You 

are looking for someone who has expertise in the latest technology, 

who has a solid body of know-how and who will participate directly in 

the development of your products. 

Parker Lucifer takes advantage of the developments made in various 

divisions of Parker Corporation and, in doing so, of all the skills and 

synergy generated by our Group. 

Parker’s technology transfer policy provides us with the know-how of a 

global corporation. You derive direct advantage from this for our 

expertise in these technologies, which enables us to anticipate your 

needs. 

Total quality and innovation. Our strong points for 
building the future with you 

Quality has now become the essential condition for the survival of a 

corporation. You know it. We know it. 

Your future depends on offering your customers ever more efficient, 

more reliable products. To do that, you have to be able to rely on first-

rate suppliers who share your vision of the future and are capable of 

understanding your needs. 

In order to better meet your demands and to ensure that we can offer 

you full guarantees of reliability, we have perfected a Total Quality 

program. At the same time, we pursue a strategy of innovation both in 

our processes and functions as well as in safety. 

Environmental management bears witness to our 
desire to protect essential values. 

Parker Lucifer is committed to respecting and protecting our 

environment by applying its own solutions. Although not mandatory, 

the ISO 14001 standards concern the environmental commitment of

the company to supply products and service that will help our 

customers improve environmental quality. It relates to waste reduction, 

elimination of harmful materials, recycling and development of 

environment-friendly products. This Certified Management System to 

ISO 9001 / 14001 will also play a key role as a competitive 

differentiation in the marketplace. 

Parker’s Charter
To be a leading worldwide manufacturer of compo-

nents and systems for the builders and users of

durable goods. More specifically, we will design,

market and manufacture products controlling motion,

flow and pressure. We will achieve profitable growth

through premier customer service.

Product Information
North American customers seeking product infor-

mation, the location of a nearby distributor, or repair

services will receive prompt attention by calling the

Parker Product Information Center at our toll-free

number: 1-800-C-PARKER (1-800-272-7537). In

the UK, a similar service is available by calling

0500-103-203.

The Fluid Connectors
Group designs, manufactures

and markets rigid and flexible

connectors, and associated

products used in pneumatic

and fluid systems.

The Hydraulics Group
designs, produces and

markets a full spectrum of

hydraulic components and

systems to builders and users

of industrial and mobile

machinery and equipment.

The Automation Group
is a leading supplier of

pneumatic and electro-

mechanical components

and systems to automation

customers worldwide.

The Seal Group designs,

manufactures and distributes

industrial and commercial

sealing devices and related

products by providing

superior quality and total

customer satisfaction.

The Filtration Group
designs, manufactures and

markets quality filtration and

clarification products, provid-

ing customers with the best

value, quality, technical sup-

port, and global availability.

The Instrumentation
Group is a global leader in

the design, manufacture and

distribution of high-quality

critical flow components for

worldwide process instrumen-

tation, ultra-high-purity, medi-

cal and analytical applications.

About Parker Hannifin Corporation
Parker Hannifin is a leading global motion-control

company dedicated to delivering premier customer

service. A Fortune 500 corporation listed on the New

York Stock Exchange (PH), our components and sys-

tems comprise over 1,400 product lines that control

motion in some 1,000 industrial and aerospace

markets. Parker is the only manufacturer to offer its

customers a choice of hydraulic, pneumatic, and

electromechanical motion-control solutions. Our

Company has the largest distribution network in its

field, with over 7,500 distributors serving more than

400,000 customers worldwide.

Parker Hannifin Corporation

6035 Parkland Blvd.
Cleveland, Ohio 44124-4141
Telephone: (216) 896-3000
Fax: (216) 896-4000
Web site: www.parker.com

Parker Hannifin Corporation

The Aerospace Group is

a leader in the development,

design, manufacture and

servicing of control systems

and components for aero-

space and related high-

technology markets, while

achieving growth through

premier customer service.

The Climate & Industrial
Controls Group designs,

manufactures  and sells sys-

tem controls and protectors to

refrigeration and air-condition-

ing customers worldwide. The

Group also provides solenoid

valves, process control valves,

and gerotors for a multitude of

industrial applications.
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Welcome to the Parker Lucifer
catalogue. It’s your entry point to an
entire programme of solenoid valves
based on the unique Lucifer modular
concept. This gives you the widest
choice of specifications and options to
match your requirements exactly.

Making business as simple as possible
The catalogue is just one part of a very
special kind of supplier-specifier
relationship. In short, we want to make
doing business as simple as possible. It
begins with organising products by
application for the quickest selection of
a product for a specified application. It
extends to ease of ordering, fast
delivery, and additional customer
services. All backed by highly qualified
support engineers willing and able to
discuss your needs and suggest
solutions. Work with us, for example, to
create customised products; we have a
proud record of customer partnership
projects resulting in innovative products
- and satisfied customers.

The Parker Lucifer
The Parker Lucifer Series products have
been designed to offer customers the
ultimate in performance. Every valve is
engineered for optimal operation, is
constructed with modern machinery that
use stringent processes, and provides
standard features not necessarily offered
in any competitive line. 

The Parker Lucifer Series portfolio offers
a broad range of solenoid valves. Sizes
range from G1/8 to G3, with Kv as high
as 1385 L/min. Pressure capabilities
range up to 100 bar; the whole range is
available with various seal materials,
such as NBR, FKM, EPDM, PTFE, PCTFE,
PUR and Ruby. Brass, stainless steel
and plastic valves are available to control
a wide variety of air, neutral gases and
liquids, water, oils, process fluids and
steam. 

Availability
With over 750 product listings, the valve
you need is probably available from our
standard range. What’s more, the same
valves are available from our
distributors anywhere in the world.
So wherever you are you can order with
complete confidence.

Thanks to the breadth of our product
offering, the flexibility of the modular
architecture, and the use of automated
manufacturing processes, you can count
on the ready availability of the valve you
require. 

Modular construction ensures that even
unusual configurations can be assem-
bled from stock components. It provides
a high degree of “mix & match”
flexibility with a minimum number of
parts, giving Parker Lucifer the ability to
quickly deliver a great variety of valves.

Quality assured
Certification by SQS (the Swiss
Association for Quality Certification),
Category ISO 9001/14001, is formal
recognition of Parker Lucifer’s
commitment to total Quality. It is the
outward sign of a company dedicated to
customer satisfaction at every level of
the organisation. It was first achieved
back in 1987, long before Quality
certification became an everyday
business issue, and Parker Lucifer was
one of the first to qualify in Switzerland.

All the approvals you need
A wide range of valves and electrical
parts are approved by recognised
organisations (BASEEFA in UK, PTB in
Germany, LCIE in France, CESI in Italy
etc.) and meet CENELEC, IEC, and ISO
standards. Lucifer valves are also certified
by organisations such as TÜV, VDE,
SEV/ASE, UL, CSA, etc.

2 Parker Lucifer SA 
Fluid Control Division Europe

CH-1227 Carouge-Geneva

Parker Lucifer - the experts in fluid control

2 Parker Lucifer SA
Fluid Control Division Europe
CH-1227 Carouge-Genève
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How to select your valve

Normally a complete valve is composed
of 3 elements: the valve itself (body +
pilot), the coil and the housing. For
integrated coil/housings, the housing
reference indicates the fixing nut and
nameplate.

Two valve body references are indicated
in the tables:

• the Lucifer reference
• the global reference

Either reference can be used when
ordering. The Global valve reference
permits a common numbering system
between Lucifer and Skinner products. 
A complete cross-reference list of valve
reference numbers can be found at the
end of this catalogue. In both cases, it is
necessary to order the coil and housing
reference as well.

Therefore please specify:

I. Valve reference or Global valve
reference

II. Housing
III. Coil
IV. Voltage or voltage code (see tables

in the Electrical parts section).

Ordering example:

121K0756-2995-481865-220/50
or
7121KBG2LVMO-2995-481865-220/50

Important : valve, housing or coil can 
be ordered separately for use as a
replacement or spare part.

How to order a valve

This catalogue has been designed to
make selection as easy as possible. The
structure allows you to find your valve
step by step, beginning with the most
basic features and gradually focusing on
more and more precise details.

First, decide what kind of valve you want:
2-way, 3-way, pneumatic or special.
Then check the contents page and turn
to the beginning of the relevant section.

For ease of use, each valve section is
divided by application. At the front of the
application sub-section you choose, you
will find an overview table of the
products featured (see sample below).

Using the table as a guide, decide what
kind of actuation you want, then go
across the columns, choosing the body
material, function, connection, orifice
size and maximum pressure: this

process takes you to the specific page
number with your product,

Further technical information to help
with specification is given in the final
section of the catalogue.

Parker Lucifer SA 
Fluid Control Division Europe

CH-1227 Carouge-Geneva
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